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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 3 marks.

1 Oeiine a reffexrve relal,cn. Give an e\ai,rple of ihe iela'lion, whlch 13 Soii
reflexrve and transitive but not symmetnc.

2 Show that if any eight positive integers are chosen, two of them will have the
same remainder when d vided by 7.

3. Show that (P+a)v(Q;P) isatautology

4 Wrle the formal defrnitron of NFA.

5 Define a Regular Grammar.

6. Explain group isornorphism.

7. StateBayes'theorem.

8. Distinguish between frnite graph and inf nite graph. Give examples.

I What cio you meant by a complete graph? Give an exanrple.

.(9x3=27Marks)
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SECTION _ B

Answer any two questions from each module. Each carries 8 marks

Module - |

10 Expiain partition onsets. Let 5 = {1 , 2. 3}. Write all the possible partitions of S.

11. Explain partial ordering and total ordering on sets. Give examples.

'12. Let A = "Aldo is ltalian" and B = "Bob is Engiish". "

Formalize the following sentences using l\.4aihematical logic:

1. "Aldo isn't ltalian"

2 "Aldo is lialian while Bob is English"

3 If Aldo 's llal;an ihr- n BDtr is nrl Lnglish'

4 "Aldo is ltaLran or if Aldo rsn t ltalian then Bob is English

(2 x 8 ='16 Marks)

Module - Il

13. Define a monoid Show that the set 'N' is a monoid with respect to multiplication

14. Define a group. Prove thai the ldentity element is unique for a group.

15. (a) State Legrange's theorem.

(b) What do you mean by coset?

. (2x8=16Marks)
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Module - lll

16. Write shod notes on Euler path and Harniltonian path. Draw an exampie graph
that is

(a) Hamiltonran but not Eulerian

(b) Both Euleran and Hamiltonian.

17. (a) State the axioms of Probability.

(b) A Mathematics teacher gave her class two tests. 25yo ol lhe class passed
both tests and 42yo of the class passed the first test. What percentage of
those who passed the first test also passed the second test2

18. Explain the following types of graphs:

(a) Complete bipartite graph

(b) Null graph

(c) Planar graph

(d) Simple graph

(2xI=16Marks)
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